Introduction
-2- One of the most striking features of finite nuclei is the validity of the shell model. ' The long mean free path of the nucleons implies that each of them feels independently a smoothly varying average potential. In case of rotational syrrnnetry of the nuclear system single particle states in such a potential are well defined by their angular momentum quantum numbers Q"j and by their single particle energies Sn •• In the past, 1,2) one nucleon transfer reactions into x,,] orbits above and out of orbits below the Fermi surface have given valuable information concerning the central shell model potential that the nucleons feel, and about the spatial, spin and isospin dependen-t terms in the residual interaction with neighbouring nucleons.
When one comes to study deeply-bound hole states well below the Fermi surface, one can expect interesting features showing deviations from bare single-particle properties. 'The hole is surrounded by many nucleons and interacts with them through a highly non-local potentiaI 3 ). For deeply-bound hole states the energy of the hole becomes comparable with or larger than the excitation energy of collective modes in the same nucleus. 'The long range part of the residual interaction will then couple 4 ) the hole-state to these collective degrees of freedom. In this way a deeply-bound hole state becomes a sensitive probe of the nuclear many body system and a specific tool -3- for investigating the spreading mechanism which "dissolves" the singleParticle modes as they are buried below the Fermi surfaceS).
The hole-vibration coupling in the nucleus is analogous to the displacement potentials employed in the analysis of various condensed atomic systems. FrDhlich 6 ) has derived the Hamiltonian which describes the coupling of an electron wave functionlk> to the lattice vibratiollS (v q giving rise to superconducting electron pairs.
The operators C1<: and a q are acting in the electron and phonon space, respectively. As result of this coupling, the single-particle states are clothed in a cloud of vibrational quanta. The electron kinetic energy is lowered while its effective mass m~': increases. Similarly, the phonon energy and phonon strength are expected to become renormalized through this interaction. It can be shown that it is not the elementary electron moving in a continuous translationally invariant ion potential, but rather the quasi-electron surrounded by its phonon cloud that represents an eigenstate of the solid state system.
The microscopic analogy in a nuclear system means that the removal of a nucleon from an inner shell model orbit does not lead directly to a stationary state of the residual nucleus -rather, a quasihole 7 ,S) is
formed, characterized by parameters which differ from elementary singleparticle properties. Therefore, in the excitation spectrum of the residual nucleus we can not expect a single isolated hole state, but rather a "distorted" state consisting of a bulk of levels with fixed Spill
The 39 Ca spectrum (see fig. 1 Gaussian to account for their further decay into non collective background states. In fig. 3 we compare for all residual nuclei which vJere studied, the -9-
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To investigate this behaviour we looked for a nuclear system which shows a stronger variation of its collective properties with the mass number than the Paladium nuclei. We· found that the even-even Samarium nuclei2 2 )
besides showing a strong variation in the frequencies and transition
+ .
strengths of the lowest 2 state, also have the property that the1r collective modes vary from vibrations around the spherical shape of 144Sm
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